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Araena Pine

Araena Pine is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Araena Pine

Species & Gender: Modified Female Human Clone
Date of Birth: 20日 7月 YE 40
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: student

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: Osman University

Physical Description

Araena stands at 6' even, the minus two inches out of average height seemingly taken up by a pair of
wolf like ears. She's curvy like the Fenrir clones made before her, but however has a smaller cup at only
a D compared to the others. But the hourglass figure is well retained, even a bit more so. A wolf like tail
can be seen just above her rear, and is the same snow white as her hair. Finally, Araena has crimson
eyes, framed by a soft yet smooth face of adorableness.
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Personality

Energetic, happy, and optimistic in almost every way, Araena is a ray of sunshine where ever she goes.
Having chosen to learn over choosing a simple, or remedial job, wants to gain the knowledge to do more
with her life. With a side of her that is connected with her more canine features, seek to grow closer to
others, and to be helpful to them as she can. Seeking the goodwill, and goodness in people, it's
understatement to say she is highly sociable people person. Straying from violence like the more cruel
origins of the Fenrir project was made in a much better setting, where peace and prosperity were a much
more obtainable option.

History

In late YE 40, the need for more genetic variety among the clones coming out of Pine-Oaklen
BioSynthetic Foundation Laboratory, and the possible need for a friend that Hati could relate to. Sarah
Pine secretly nudged the staff to produce one with similar features as that of the altered Fenrir clone, in
hopes her son would have a friend who could help his troubled mental state. So DNA from princess
Neera, was combined with one of those being grown in one of the most recent batches of individuals
being artificially birthed.

In YE 41, Araena finished her accelerated learning program that all clones go through, giving her the
intelligence to fit with her maturely developed body. Grown and taught to be a full adult, when asked
what she wish to do, she elected for further education through classes at the local university. With
ambitions to choose a career to better help others, she also looked forward to meeting Hati, who she had
heard extensively about.

Skills Learned

Domestic: Araena has fully learned to cook and clean, as well as normal day to day living chores
through social learning. She's also made a point to improve her cooking to better then average,
giving her dishes a more home cooked quality.
Education: Graduated accelerated learning with highschool diploma qualifications. She now
attends University for a higher education, with no set choice in career path just yet.
Medical: In her efforts to expand her helpful knowledge base of supportive skills. Araena has
studied basic medical procedures, remedies, as well as first aid.
Botany: She has made a point to study common Flora, as well as those of the local variety to the
NDC and their worlds. In addition, Araena has taken up an interest in gardening and flower
arrangement.

Social Connections

Araena Pine is connected to:
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Fenrir Division(Clone line produced from)
Neera (gene donor)
Hati(step brother)
Lillian Esherara(classmate)
Andar Noval(classmate)
Roland Winchester(classmate)
Ayla Knight(classmate/secret protector)
Kayla Renae Shiori(classmate/class rep)
Sonia Argentum(classmate)
Adi Pine(classmate)
Adria Pine(classmate)

Inventory & Finance

Araena Pine has the following:

Vehicles

Coupe - red - been refitted with a plasma powered engine for easier fuel access.

Clothes

Leather bustier black
skirt black
Osman University uniform
thigh high leather lace up boots
winter cloak
skinny jeans
sneakers, red
ice cream heart tank top white
red zip up hoodie
red leather short half jacket
leather chaps, form fitted
hiking boots
tan cargo pants
assorted t-shirts
denim jacket
black strapless dress with split sides at the hips
red high heels
Cold Climate Suit
assorted panties and intimate wear
6 Graviton Projector Equipped Brassiere
S6 Travel Backpack
NDC Exercise Uniform
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NDC Enlisted Dress Uniform

Weapons

large polymer case with fitted foam inserts containing:
BW-CP "Shade" compact 10mm Pistol
S6-10mm 3 mags
S6-ICGR 3 mags
S6-ICGR 3 mags
Thigh holster rig
Underarm holster strap
concealable back waistband holster

Utility Items

Cranth Medical Field Kit
Portable Repair Kit
Canteen
Sealant Gel
BW-HU-1A
2 BW-PC-1A Plasma Core

Miscellaneous/Personal

Cranth Media Player
Cranth FureakPhones
Perpetual Candy Fabricator
Chrome Egg

Salvage

Electric Keyboard 1)

Crate of Lorath Missile Warheads - Training 2)

Lorath “Do it yourself” cybernetics installation kit (Risky). 3)

Oxygen canister 4)

Electrical wire and outlets 5)

Food/Snack Stash

Assorted chips
Bulk box of chocolates
Couple bags of pretzels
Bowl of assorted fruits
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Plenty of yogurt
Keeps the ingredients stocked to make Yuriko (Drink)
Keeps the ingredients stocked to make Yuuko (Drink)
Keeps a 6 pack stocked in the fridge Conclave Cola
Keeps a 6 pack stocked in the fridge Dusk-gizer
Keeps a 6 pack stocked in the fridge Plasma Jet
Keeps a box of 20 stored away for emergencies S6-SR-A Survival Rations Type A

Personally owned publications and media items

The NDC D.O.M.S Auto-Doc manual
The 505 Emergency Medical Vehicle manual
Applications for Guardian's Sanctuary Hospital, as well as relevant pamphlets.

Augmentations

G1-N2 "Geist" Advanced Interfacing Implant 2.0

Araena Pine currently has 12,000DS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 03, 24 2020 at 21:43 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Araena Pine
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 99-28, IC: 1938-617-116
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 76-75, IC: 5757-10257-142
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 33-94, IC: 3126-809-124
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 12-43, IC: 561-16440-54
5)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 65-96, IC: 6232-10809-154
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